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AMERICAN HELICOPTERS FOR RHODESIA

SABC TV news reports last week suggested that American-made helicopters
(Huey-Cobra gunships of the type originally used in Vietnam) were sold to
Rhodesia through an Israeli connection. The existence of these helicopters
in Rhodesia was first made known by journalists in December last year when
they were seen on the tarmac at Salisbury airport.

How they reached Rhodesia has been cause for some speculation and there
have been various conflicting reports. Eleven Augusta Bell 205A helicopters
(the number that eventually arrived in Rhodesia) that had been manufactured under
licence in Italy were sold to Israel with US approval some years ago. Last year
the Israelis obtained US Commerce Department approval to resell the helicopters
(now described as "somewhat dated") to an American firm which intended to use
them for timber operations in South-East Asia. They reportedly never reached
their destination,, and by a remarkable coincidence a similar number and type of
helicopter was spotted in Rhodesia. The US Government claimed, on 21 December
last year, that it had found no evidence of illegal helicopter sales to Rhodesia
via Israel. The matter may have rested there were it not for the fact that a
very recent report hints at a Spanish connection rather than an Israeli one.

This report suggests that the helicopters were in: fact sold by the Italians
to a Spanish broker for re-sale to the Somalis. Apparantly the latter deal fell
through for one reason or another,, whereupon the helicopters were placed on the
open market and snapped up by the Rhodesians. Acceptable "end user certificates"
would not have been difficult to arrange. (For background to the international
arms market, read "The Arms Bazaar" by Anthony Sampson.)

Yet another, scenario posits that after the withdrawal of the Americans
from Vietnam, millions of rands worth of armament,including helicopters, was
left behind. There were persistent reports last year that the Vietnamese were
trying to off-load much of this material and it is not inconceivable that some
of the aircraft - for which there were no spares available in Vietnam - may
have been sold to a private arms broker,in which case they could easily have
been resold to Rhodesia.

Whatever the truth- of the matter, the fact remains that the arms embargo
on Rhodesia has been breached for the umpteenth time with the apparent co-oper-
ation of Western business, if not government. The sale of the gunships to
Rhodesia is not a development calculated to advance a peaceful settlement in
Rhodesia along the lines suggested by the Americans and the British. The import
of American designed aircraft into Rhodesia will anger not only the Nkomo/Mugabe
forces, but also the front line states whose support is considered essential
to a settlement.

The Israeli connection is also embarrassing for the Americans who, while



they say that they are convinced the Israelis had nothing to do with the
sale of helicopters to the Rhodesians, will nevertheless have to be more
convincing in African eyes. The Israeli/South African link (long a bone
of contention in some African throats) will make such denials automatically
suspect.

THE TURKISH RIOTS

Prime Minister Bulent Ecevit*s recent declaration of martial law in
13 Turkish cities is nothing less than a bid to keep his country together.

Turkish unity is threatened by fighting between leftist and rightist
Muslim religious factions in the country. Originally it was incorrectly
thought that the civil unrest which has claimed more than eight hundred lives
since Mr. Ecevit became Prime Minister on. 1 January 1978 was essentially a
struggle between non-religiously motivated leftists and rightists. However,
it now appears that the struggle is between rival ethnic and religious groups,
at least one of whom - the Kurds - is campaigning for separatism.

The situation in certain sensitive areas of Turkey such as the South
Anatolian city of Karaman Maras, where the Kurds and the Shiite Muslims form .a
sizable minority9 has become of particular concern. The "left wing" campaigning
for Kurdish separatism derives support not only from the Kurds, but also from
the Shiites. This group finds itself pitted against the conservative "right
wing" majority in South Anatolia, namely the Sunni Muslim.

Not all of Mr. Ecevit*s problems are to do with religious in-fightingB
however. What may. become more worrisome in the months ahead are the activities
of the pro-Chinese,Tikp,part (pro-Chinese workers and peasants party), which is
sympathetic to the aspirations of the Kurdish minority. The Tikp, which staged
a widely publicised-and highly successful protest in Istanbul last month during
the visit of a Russian naval fleet, is tipped to become a vehicle for red Chinese
penetration into Europe.

TAIWAN - SPOKE IN THE CHINESE WHEEL

President. Carter-may have created more problems than he appears to have
solved by recognizing Red- China and breaking off diplomatic relations with Taiwan.
His decision to recognise the People's Republic of China (PRC) was not unexpected,
particularly since the signing of the Shanghai communique by President Nixon
nearly seven years ago. However, it was the manner in which the step was taken
which irked many, together with his apparent failure to spell out precise conditions
as to how future US/Taiwan relations will function.

Briefly, President Carter failed to consult Congreee, but simply informed •
them of his decision to break diplomatic relations with Taipei by 1 January 1979,
and to terminate the mutual Defence Treaty of 1954 a week later. There is still
some doubt as to whether the President alone, without Congressional approval, can
break treaties with other nations.
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Be that as it may, the die has now been cast. However, observers should
note the following; Congress still has the power to change (by Congressional
action) the new diplomatic environment as it affects Taiwan9 since Taiwan will
continue to function as a separate country from the People's Republic of China
in every respect. Congress may also be influenced by opinion polls which could
indicate considerable support for closer relations with Taiwan, the Peking/
Washington axis notwithstanding.

In order to ensure her continued survival, Taiwan may develop nuclear weapons
and could even forge closer links with Russia, who, nervous of being encircled
by China and the West, is said to be open to approaches from Taiwan and may even
initiate a few of her own. Interestingly enough, one of the United States' main
conditions for recognition of the Peking regime, namely that China should formally
renounce the use of force in seeking re-unification with Taiwan, was never met.
It is true that current Chinese statements on Taiwan indicate a readiness to
accept the status quo but9 in the long run, as Chinese Vice Premier Teng Hsiaoping
said in Japan recently, the artificial division of China would be settled. There
is concern among some China watchers that because of the new diplomatic order,
Taiwan will simply be seen by the world as a rebellious province of China. The
PRC could easily attempt to bring the nationalists to heel through economic
strangulation by seeking UN sanctions (as was the case with Britain and Rhodesia).

THE BIG CHINESE TRADE RACE

As a postscript to US recognition of "the new reality", businessmen every-
where are outdoing one another to get to Peking first. However, indications
are that the real profits - at least in the short term - will be found in
Hong Kong. In the wake of favourable comment from various Asian leaders that
the new accord between Washington and Peking would restore stability and peace
to the region, the Chairman of the Hong Kong-Shanghai Banking Corporation,
Mr- M. Sandberg, has been reported as saying that "every time China becomes
more accessible, the position of Hong Kong becomes more important". China's
Foreign Trade Minister? Mr. Li Chiang, has also made a recent surprise visit
to Hong Kong, traditionally a trade conduit for Peking.

Meanwhile, the Japanese and British are alarmed at American competition
in what they have long regarded as their traditional trading sphere of influence.
(The French are more sanguines having signed a potential 60 hillion francs trade
agreement with China on 4 December 1978.) The Japanese in particular are said
to be disturbed by the possibility (very real) that the mandarins in Peking
may prefer dollar loans to yen loans.

The British industrialists are reportedly putting pressure on Prime
Minister Mr. James Callaghan to ensure that opportunities in China are not
lost to US competition. No firm decision (because of Russian objections) has
yet been made on the sale of the Harrier jump jet to China. The Government has
also made it clear that if the sale goes ahead, then it must be linked to orders
of other industrial equipment. However, British stalling may prove expensive
as tl Chinese eye other optionss e.g. Boeing has just signed a 250 million dollar
co ,. . ;,t for the supply of jumbo jets to Peking.



WESTERN STRATEGY AND CIVIL WAR IN RHODESIA

In an article published in the International Herald Tribune last month,
two senior American journalists, J» Hoagland and D.B. Ottaway, claim there is
now a good chance that instead o£ heading off a future tribal war for control
of Rhodesia, the Western diplomatic strategy.that embroiled the Nigerians in
the Rhodesian'crisis in the first place has9 in fact, deepened long-standing
divisions within the ranks of the Nkomo/Mugabe guerillas and their African
supporters and brought all-out civil war a step closer.

The writers claim that Mr. Robert Mugabe raised peace hopes when he
secretly visited Lagos for talks with the Nigerians on 19 August 1978. This
meeting had taken months to arrange, and it was hoped that it would lead to
the first real conference breakthrough. US Secretary of State, Mr. Cyrus Vance,
and British Foreign Minister, Dr. David Owen, were reportedly glued to their
telephones waiting for a report of success from Nigeria.

However, their hopes were dashed when the Rhodesian Prime Minister, Mr. Ian
Smith, visited the US shortly thereafter. Nigeria's leaders felt they had gone
out on a limb to deliver Mr. Mugabe and the Patriotic Front to an all-party
conference and instead they were left "hanging" when Mr. Smith was welcomed
in Washington by Mr. Vance. They felt they may have been "burned" by their
highly visible role in Rhodesian peace-making efforts according to Nigerian
officials, and this was largely the reason Nigeria withdrew altogether as an
active partner from the Western strategy at the beginning of December 1978.

The Nigerians also felt they had nothing more to offer when Mugabe failed
to agree formally to a power sharing arrangement that had been secretly
negotiated by Mr. Nkomo and Mr0 Smith on 14 August 1978. The Smith/Nkomo
meeting was set in motion by Dr. Kaunda, but according to Mr. Tekere, Secretary
General of Mugabe's 2anu party, Mugabe was not told of the meeting, a development
which led directly to the present estrangement between Mr. Nkomo and Mr. Mugabe.
Apparently Mr. Smith agreed to offer Mr. Nkomo the Presidency of an independent
Zimbabwe in return for guarantees for the white minority. Mugabe would be given
a figure - head role as the number two person in the new government. Mugabe was
meanwhile pressured by the Nigerians into accepting the Sraith/Nkomo deal which
he apparently did on 19 August. For a while the air was thick with euphoric
messages between the Western capitals of the world, and the Nigerians arranged
that Mr. Mugabe formally accept the power sharing arrangement at a meeting with
Mr. Ian Smith on 20 August. However, word of the Kaunda/Smith/Nkotno meeting
had begun to leak and Presidents Machel and Nyere, furious at not having been
told of the meeting beforehand, broke with Kaunda. Mr, Mugabe then decided not
to accept the power sharing arrangement and sided instead with his sponsors..

This report was written and compiled by David Willers, Assistant Director, SAIIA,
Please note that the views reflected in this brief report are not necessarily
those of the Institute, which is precluded by its constitution from expressing
an opinion on any aspect of international affairs.
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